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The Image of Fairfield

$125,000 grant helps computer labs expand
Kristen Sullivan
Staff Writer
Through the aid of a
$ 125,000 grant from the Arthur
Vining Davis Foundations,
Fairfield University will be able
to improve its computer equipment, which will strongly benefit students in their studies of
science and mathematics.
The installation of this
equipment will begin this summer so that students will be able
to analyze data and perform advanced stimulation more efficiently.
The grant money will
be applied towards the upgrading of the Bannow Science
Center's Macintosh Laboratory.
The computer lab's capacity will
be more than doubled, since the
new equipment will supplement
the 10 Power Mac PC's that the
University purchased last summer.
The labs in Bannow
are used days and evenings by
the chemistry, biology, physics,
computer science and mathematics departments, as well as
the School of Engineering.

The foundation,
based in Jacksonville, Florida,
commented that is "pleased to
support Fairfield Univeristy in
its efforts to enhance the math
and science teaching laboratory."
Dr. Jack Beal, associate professor of physics and
the coordinator of this project
states that the laboratory upgrade will, "provide technical
support, equipment and facilities for the needs of the faculty
and the students in science and
technology."
The new equipment
will help familiarize students
with the computers and the
software that they will encounter in their futures either in
graduate school or in the workplace. 15 Power Macintosh
PCs will be installed, as well
as a network server for
memory, an Internet connection, a demonstration workstation for the facility, and a
various instructional software.
This upgraded lab will also
give the faculty greater flexibility in presenting their ideas
to students. In addition, stu-

dents from all levels will benefit by conducting research at
their own pace.
Since 28 percent of
Fairfield students major in
mathematics or the natural sciences, the University wants to
upgrade its computer software
and its laboratory facilities.
In an effort to boost
the number of students majoring in the sciences and mathematics, the University has
continually been adding new
courses and concentrations in
these areas of study.
In 1991, a molecular
biology concjiitration was initiated; a marine science
concetration ws established in
1993, and in 1994 a concentration in environmental studies
was added. A neuroscience major is currently awaiting state
approval.
The improved laboratories and the new software will
enable science and mathematics
students to increase their learning through computer visuals.
Beal asserts that the new equipment will place Fairfield, "on a
par with any undergraduate lab

that you can find around the
country." The visual graphics
of the new s oftware will allow
biology studnets, for example,
to view body parts, such as
muscles, veins, arteries, and
bones from different angles. In
addition, faculty and students
will access the lab from offcampus locations.
All undergraduates
will have access to the labs since
Fairfield requires all students
in the College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business, and
School of Nursing to complete
12 credits in math and sciences
as part of the 60-credit core
curriculum. While 68 percent
of the undergraduates earn degrees in the humanties, the list
of most popular majors include
biology and mathematics which
have about 100 graduates each
year.
The upgrading of the
computer facilities on campus
began in 1992 with access to
the Internet and the World Wide
Web in faculty offices and residence halls. The entire campus
received high speed fiber optic

networking during 1993 and
1994. A computer-based psychology laboratory was established in 1993, as were two
multi-media classrooms in
1994.
A Faculty Initiative
Group has been formed by
twenty members of the College
od Arts and Sciences to stimulate the sharing of ideas and
bring multimedia technolgoy
into the classrooms. Faculty
from the departemnts of
philosophy, history, ethics, religious studies, English, fine
arts, economics, and the sciences are involved in the group.
Associaes working
with Beal on the project include Dean Orin Grossman,
College of Arts and Sciences;
Frederic Wheeler, associate
vice president for Developemnt;
Julie Rooney of SCT; Barbara
Kiernan, University Editor;
Cathy Borgman, director of
Corporate and Foundation Relations; and Dr. Evangelos
Hadjimichael, professor of
physics and Dean of the BEI
School of Engineering.

Humanities Institute grant awarded to Spring projects
Christine Hamel
News Editor
Several events have
been scheduled for this
semester with the assistance of
the Humanities Institute. The
Humanities Institute awards
awards grants for faculty
projects.
Joyce Carol Oates
will present a reading on
Tuesday, April 2, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Regina A. Quick Center
for the Performing Arts. After
the lecture, Oates will sign
copies of her books, available
in the bookstore, in the Quick
Center lobby.
Oates, widely known
as one of the best short story
writers of the 20th century and
twice nominated for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, is the Roger
S. Berlind Distinguished
Professor of the Humanities at
Princeton. She is the author of
numerous novels and short

story collections, ,and has
published several volumes of
poetry, books of plays, five
books of literary criticism, and
the book-length essay " On
Boxing."
Oates has received
many awards for her writing.
Some of the awards she has won
are the Rosenthal Award from
the
American AcademyInstitute of Arts and Letters, a
Guggenheim Fellowship, the
O'Henry Prize for Continued
Achievement in the Short Story,
the National Book Award for
her novel "Them," and in 1978,
membership in the American
Academy-Institute.
Her
concern
is
primarily with the political
background and popular culture
of an era, women and children
and "often the consequences of
then being victims of violence."
The Oates' visit
includes meetings with students
and is supported by a Humanities

Institute grant. The grant was
awarded to Dr. Kim Bridgford,
associate professor of English.
In addition to the Oates
visit, the Humanities Institute
has funded several other faculty
projects taking place this spring.
Dr. R. James Long,
professor of philosophy, and Dr.
David McFadden, associate
professor of history, have teamed
to sponsor a lecture by Professor
George Kline, a philosopher and
Russian scholar. He lectured on
"The Immorality of Sacrificing
Present Actualities for Future
Possibilities: A Russian
Controversy."
Also, Kline addressed
a Fine Arts/Russian Studies
seminar entitled "From Icons to
Films: A Journey through
Russian Civilization" and
conducted a seminar for the
Philosophy Department on the
ontology of time with a focus on
Hegel, Marx, and Nietzsche.
Dr. Simon Schama will
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lecture on "Through the Looking
Glass" on Feb. 28 at 7 p.m., in the
Quick Center for Performing Arts.
The lecture is directed by Dr.
Philip Eliasoph and Dr. Rita
Rajan.
Eileen
Doktorski,
adjunct professor of studio art,
received funding for an exhibit
entitled "Body Apart" which will
run in the Lukacs Gallery in
Loyola Hall until Feb. 23.
According to Doktorski, eleven
exhibiting artists approach the
body from different viewpoints
such as attitudes toward gender,
the private experience of a wound,
and commentary on the state of
public (body) health care.
Dotorski is co-chair of
the Visual Arts Committee and a
board member of ARTSPACE, a
center for visual, literary and
performing arts in New Haven.
Prior to that, she worked for seven
years in the Exhibitions
Productions Department of the
Museum of Modern Art in New

fr

York.
A three part series of
public lectures on Africa will
include a lectue by. Dr. Philip
Curtin, professor of history and
chairman of Atlantic Studies in
History and Culture at John
Hopkins University on March
26. He will speak on "New
Views on the Slave Trade" and
will also conduct a facultystudent seminar entitled
"Africa After Independence:
What Went Wrong?"
The series is sponsored
by a grant from the University's
Humanities Institute. Topics of
the lecture series range from
religion, the slave trade, and to
the African roots of the Greek
civilization.
Dr. Edward Dew and
Dr. Paul Lakeland are cosponsoring a conference called

Continued on page 4
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Campus Beat

Cheers

Boos

Christine Hainel
News Editor
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On Feb. 12, there were two harassing phone calls made to two females
who reside in Jogues Hall. The calls were non sexual, non bias. The incidents are
under investigation.

u

On Feb. 14 at 2:27 a.m., there was disorderly conduct in Loyola Hall
between two male students. The report has been sent to Judicial.
On Feb. 19 at 1:21 a.m. there was a harassment complaint sexual in
nature filed. The remark was made by a male in the Quad area to a female
walking in the area. The male was not identified.
On Feb. 19 at 3:51 a.m., there was an assault on the ground floor of
Jogues Hall. There were minor injuries to the parties involved. The incident is
still under investigation while Security talks to the parties involved.

Campus Crier
FUSA FILM: "Clockers" will be shown in the Gonzaga
Auditorium. Admission is $1 or free with the Activities Pass.
Showtimes are: Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 8 p.m., and Sunday
at 3 and 9 p.m.
On Friday, the Grind presents Entertainment and Games.
Entertainment begins at 9:30 p.m. The Grind hours are from 8
p.m. to 12 a.m.
On Saturday, FUSA presents "Blizzard of Bucks" at 7 p.m. in the
Oak Room.
On Saturday, The Grind presents at 9 p.m. "The Adventures of
Priscilla: Queen of the Desert ."Before there was "To Wong Foo"
with Patrick Swayze and Wesley Snipes, there was "Priscilla:
Queen of the Desert." Admission is free.
On Sunday, the Multicultural and Diversity film series presents:
"Eat a Bowl of Tea" at 5:30 p.m. in the Snack Bar. Admission is
free.

Classifieds
Ski & Snowboard - CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. SPRINGBREAK'96
Intercollegiate Ski Weeks - 5 DAY LIFT TICKET / CONDO LODGING 5 NIGHTS
PARTIES & ACTIVITIES. MT. ORFORD, CANADA (Near Vermont) (Drinking
Age - 18) TRIP ONLY$219. REPS EARN FREE Trips, CASH, NEW Equip, etc.
CALL Ski Travel Unlimited: l-800-999-Ski9.
*** SPRING BREAK '96 ***
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, SOUTHPADRE, MARGARITA, PANAMA
CITY, DAYTONA - GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! GROUP DISCOUNTS
FOR 10 OR MORE! WE ACCEPT VISA/MC/DISCOVER. BREAKAWAY
TRAVELS & TOURS INC. @ 1-800-214-8687.
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT Europe $169 OW & Domestic destinations cheap! IF
YOU CAN BEAT THESE PRICES START YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE.
Air-Tech Ltd. 212-219-7000. info@aerotech.com http://campus.net/aerotech

Accounting majors: Small Fairfield firm seeking senior or junior for financial
statement analysis and data entry. Flexible hours, competitive pay. Positions available
immediately. Fax resume to 203-367-6849 or phone 203-368-4888.
Looking for aggressive individuals interested in a challenging opportunity to
learn the brokerage business alongside two successful Investment advisors. The work
will be intense, the hours long, but the rewards, in terms of experience and training, will
be susbstantial. Series 7 not required. If interested in this incredible opportunity, please
fax a resume in confidence to Paul Gustus at (203) 425-2991.
INVESTMENT BROKERAGE FIRM IN WESTPORT SEEKS:
Bright, Articulate, Dependable Students, Looking for Experience and
Income. This opportunity pays $8/hr., with flexible scheduling. Available hours Mon
- Thur 6:30 - 8:30 p.m For more information please contact Leeland Gray at Four
Seasons Asset Management 226-3696.
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to 33 phone bills., to serving
seafood at Fairfield Prep., to the hot
guy in the orange jacket., to TH97 and
the lead singer of "Fuddle"., to ankle
socks, a personal foul., to three more
months., to hotel accommodations and
marshmallow fluff., to foodpuppets..
to stiff things., to naked marines at the
Sandbar., to good friends and birthday
dinners., to very good Zeke.. to Elmo,
the high school kid Richard., to shaving cream fights at So. Co... to birthday
teabags and lolly pop sucky.. to Spanish luncheons at the Levee., to getting
a rose from a secret admirer., to the guy
you liked dropping by unexpected., to
partners with "Ruxpin".. to the hot guys
in the honors society., to the Blarney
Stone girls for a great bash, to corrupting freshmen.. to the evil girls in Regis..
to Jim Fitzpatrick and Sodexho for
their generous contribution to a special
dinner at Operation Hope., to Wendy,
the girl that makes me weak., to triples
that are now doubles., to the "fabulous
voicemails".. to J and K's "funkjam"..
to the left boot and our "Anonymous
callers"., to Sports talk on Friday afternoons., to Spring Break in 17 days., to
feeling better., to Martine just because., to "deal with it"., to Lysol.. to
killing the virus., to sunshine., to sunflowers., to sun, moon and stars., to
Adriana for wanting to go on random
road trips., to Spring Break plans., to
heading to Florida., to sun-fun in the
sand., to finding your tolerance., to not
having to "deal with it"., to classes that
cancelled for snow., to finally making
it home in the snow., to lazy weekends., to housemates with jobs in Boston., to Monday dates at the Stag-her..
to finding your speech topic, to the
girls at the Toolbox., to cookies in the
oven., to hiding the cookies so they
won't be eaten., to almost being first.,
to looking like trash., to kisses from a
T-bird.. to "I know you're type - dirty".,
to we're going to KELLY'S., to the
deli., to tasty men., to 16 days until
Disney., to missing bad Monday
classes..to Nicole F.-just because

to crab salad that Dolan
serves., to rustling boys from Campion., to people who cheat at Beirut., to
being partners with Sy Sperling., to
looking horrible when the cuties drop
by unexpected., to snotty girls across
the hall., to rum and milk., to wristlets.,
to airborn gemelli.. to being on crutches
for three weeks., to someone stepping
on your heel and making you look
dumb., to two weeks of dieting hell., to
not being allowed to eat leftovers., to
very bad., to being too busy to enjoy
senior year., to the "real world" and all
it represents., to sisters crashing your
car., to being woken at 4:30a.m... to
cornbread not being able to figure out
Mrs. Smith., to not doing any work
over the weekend., to the snow falling.,
to having to drive home in the snow., to
not getting a clue., to not getting any
cheers or boos., to shorter than life
stories., to meeting Fairfield's "Pat"., to
not being able to get rid of "Pat"., to no
heat., to no hot water., to where is our
tuition going., to not going to the Levee
yet., to the future., to going 25 miles an
hour all the way home., to being sick.;
to taking medicine that makes you
drowsy., to not ever being done., to no
new story ideas., to the guys for losing
to Iona.. to quietness., to not going
home over the long weekend., to Vanilla Ice for leaving early., tounlast ski
race., to no weekend plans., to being in
debt.. to still not getting your paycheck..
to being swamped with work., to meeting the same losers every time.. to doing
the same boring thing., to breaking the
mouse., to fights over basketball players... to men who just aren't worth it., .to
happy little people... to trips to Boston... to having a class cancelled the
week after the three day weekend... to
wrong number... to Fairnet cutting you
off... to dreary days better for bed., to
page(s) of rambling., to mud patches.,
to unreasonable people., to crookedness., to not going skiing at all... to not
being able to miss those bad Monday
classes., to starting on Tuesdays instead..

Be included! Send cheers
and boos to the Mirror to
Box AA or stop by the
Mirror office (Gonzaga
ground near the Deli) by
Sunday night. Don't let
another week go by!
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Humanities Grant
funds Schama lecture
JoAnn Gometz
Assistant News Editor
Dr. Simon Schama, author and
art historian, will present a lecture entitled, "Through the Looking Glass:
Simon Schama's Creative Genius," at
the Quick Center at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 28.
In the talk, Schama will explore
links between landscape and culture,
according to his belief that an understanding of mankind's "core" myths will
help this generation through its present
crisis.
Schama's most recent book,
"Landscape and Memory," tracks the
progress of Western Civilization from
antiquity to the present, using forests,
rivers, and mountains to demonstrate
the influence of landscape on the religious, political, literary, and artistic inclinations of the area's inhabitants.
According to Assistant Professor
of English Dr. Gita Rajan, who co-direct s the event with Dr. Philip Eliasoph,
professor of fine arts, "The role that
memory and history play in shaping our
perceptions of ourselves and our interaction with others within a culture, a
tradition, and a heritage is becoming
increasingly pivotal."

"We are eagerly anticipating
Schama's visit because, as he promises
in 'Landscape and Memory,' it will be a
'journey through spaces and places, eyes
wide open, that may help us keep faith
with the future on this tough, lovely old
planet."
Schama is the award-winning
author of four books, "Landscape and
Memory;" "Citizens," a best-selling account of the French Revolution; "Dead
Certainties," about the murders of Quebec General James Wolfe and Boston
Brahmin Dr. George Parkman; and "The
Embarrassment of Riches," a
groundbreaking study of the Dutch
Golden Age.
In addition, Schama has written
and presented historical and art-historical documentaries for BBC and PBS
television, and has taught at Cambridge,
Oxford, and Harvard universities. He is
currently the Old Dominion Foundation
Professor of the Humanities at Columbia
University.
Schama will speak to the art history senior seminar, the honors seminar,
and students from the Canisius Academy earlier in the day.
The lecture is presented by the
University's Humanities Institute, and is
free and open to the public.

SOLIDARITY

with
WOMEN
A Jesuit Call
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Space is Still Available
Fairfield University Security Department presents a FREE seminar
Women's Self Defense and Rape
Prevention on Wednesday, February 28, 1996 from 7-9 p.m. in the
Oak Room of the Campus Center.
Class space is limited to the first 50
women. Call the Security Department at 254-4090 or ext. 4090, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday thru Friday
to reserve a spot.
Please wear comfortable clothing
and footwear.
This seminar will teach you the
proper way to get in your car, shop,
walk, and avoid dangerous situations, to use your voice as a weapon,
to say NO and mean it, and to physically defend yourself against several grabs and chokes without using power.

Monday, February 26, 1996 in the Oak Room at 7:30 p. m.

A conversation with ...

Moderator . . .

Howard Gray, SJ.

Mary Frances Malone

Director ofJesuit Formation

Associate Academic Vice

Detroit Province

President

Margaret Farley, R.S.M.

Sponsored by . . .

Gilbert Stark Professor of Ethics

Office of the Academic Vice President

Yale Divinity School

Fairfield Jesuit Community

Nancy Dallavalle

The Committee for the Celebration of
25 years of Undergraduate Women

Assistant Professor
of Religious Studies

DEADLINES APPROACHING?
LET ME HELP!
Quality Word Processing
Laser printing
English/Spanish/French
Highly experienced
Fast and reliable
Special student rates
Also: English/Spanish translation

Fairfield University
Caroline Lenox '95
Assistant Director, Collegium
Fairfield University
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

LANGUAGE SERVICES
1 Colonial Drive, Fairfield
(203) 255-1611
(203) 255-6312

News
Senior nursing majors
Free tax service for all
to teach freshmen how to
students provided by
Senior
Accounting
beat stress
Majors.
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Cheryl Wozniak
Staff Writer

Beginning March 5, every Tuesday
night students can have their income
taxes filled out for them if they bring the
proper information.
Hours and times will be announced
soon. Tuesday nights will not be the only
time available as the April 15th deadline
comes closer.
Any questions, please contact Dr.
Johns at ext. 2872.

BIBLE STUDYTOUR
A Bible study tour to the Holy Land will be conducted by
Professor Martin A. Lang of the Religious Studies Department and
Fr. Stephen Fields, S.J. of the Georgetown University Theology
Department from May 21 to 31 of this year.
This is the thirteenth annual trip to the Holy Land intended for
students, staff, and all interested in learning about the Holy Land.
Members of the tour will stay in a Kibbutz on the Sea of Galilee while
in the northern part of Israel and in a Christian hospice while in
Jerusalem.
The tour combines study of the Bible, with visits to Christian
shrines and important archeological sites. The beautiful mosque
called the Dome of the Rock, second only to Mecca as a Moslem
shrine, will be visited along with trips to places important to the
Jewish community such as the Western Wall and the Jewish Quarter.
A multi-media presentation entitled "Journey to Jerusalem"
will be offered by Dr. Lang on Sunday, February 25 in Donnarumma
349 at 2 p.m. for all interested.
The cost of the tour is $1,955 with airfare, room, and two
meals a day included. For further information and a brochure call Dr.
Lang at ext. 2420.

i MONTH UNLIMITED
TANNING
ONLY $49
SPECIAL WITH STUDENTII)

Stress is, by far, one of the
most common complaints that college
students express. Four senior nursing
students, however, are one step ahead of
the game as they attempt to stop the
stress before it starts.
On February 25, 1996, Jenni
Coco, Jennifer Bianchi, Brenda
Gagliardi, and Andrea Massaro will
begin a trilogy of seminars for their
class leadership project. The seminar
will address freshmen on the importance
of stress management and will be
conducted in the lounges of Dolan and
Kosfka Halls at 7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
respectively.
At the initial lecture, the
participants will be asked to identify
three stressors present in their daily lives.
The girls will then teach certain
techniques that will help the students to
better cope with the various stresses they
are experiencing.
Some examples of the
techniques the nursing students will
teach include meditation, yoga,
centering/deep breathing, and aroma
therapy. This informational seminar will

be followed up with two additional
meetings on March 3 and March 24 at
the same times and locations.
The purpose of the follow-up
seminars will be to see if the freshmen
utilized any of the stress relieving
techniques and if so, how effective the
relievers were. The feeling behind the
series of seminars is that by the third
sessions, the students as a whole will
be experiencing less stress related ills
such as headaches, anxiety, depression
or insomnia.
The sessions will run
approximately one hour each and will
be conducted in an informal
manner where the freshmen will be
encouraged to voice their opinions and
concerns about this very pertinent topic.
Refreshments will be served following
each of the sessions and students can
look for more information within their
dorms.
"Educating the freshmen on
how to identify and manage stress as
well as teaching them how to use
specific techniques will be beneficial if
they learn to apply them now. As a
result, they will be better prepared as
their college years progress," Gagliardi
said.

Humanities Institute
Grant
Continued from page 1
"Suriname: Embattled Diversity" on
April 14 at 2 p.m.
The conference will bring
American, Dutch, and Surinamese
experts to campus. They will examine
the conditions that existed in Suriname
whose development and aspirations have
been thwarted by colonialism, military
despotism, and the politics of cultural
and racial diversity.
Dew, professor of politics, has
focused much of his research on
Suriname. He has written two books
called "The Difficult Flowering of
Surinam: Ethnicity and Politics in a Plural
Society" and "The Trouble in Suriname,
1975-1993."
Lakeland, professor of religious
studies and director of the honors
program, has concentrated his study on
the Theology of Liberation, a doctrine of
special significance for people in the
Third World, and he is a particiap;iniin
the Latin American and Carribbean
Studies program.

Also, Richard Shillea,
instructor in visual and performing arts,
is organizing "Faculty and Friends
Luncheon Recital Series" consisting of
three free concerts on March 7, April
14, and May 2 from 12 to 1 p.m. in the
Wein Experimental Theatre.
Each performance will consist
of selected chamber music works in a
cabaret-style atmosphere with historical
lectures regarding the composer and
the composer's work.
The concerts are presented
jointly by the faculty of the Music
Program and the Quick Center.
The Humanities Institute was
established by a challenge grant from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities and matching funds from
parents, alumni, and friends to sponsor
programs such as lectures, research
projects, and curriculum development.

Spring Break 1996

TROPICAL* i
fel/rj leq Center

TRAVEL FREEH
Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas
Panama City. Daytona. Padre
** Great low, low prices
** Free Trip on only 15 sales

Call for a FREE
information
packet !
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■452-0228

Fairfield
371-8261

Norwnlk
849-0006

«^» Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710
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Hemp: More than marijuana
Numbers may show an increase in smokers but others argue it's not
just for smoking anymore
Nicole Rivard
Campus Life Editor

The first time "Darron" smoked
pot, he was a sophomore in high school.
Today, like many other college students, he
continues to do so. One of the drawbacks he
and other smokers face is that no matter how
desirable they consider it to be, the
government considers marijuana smoking
illegal.
As long as Darron can keep his
marijuana hidden (cleverly beneath the
plastic at the base of the stick shift of his
car), he will remain a part of the growing
percentage of young adults smoking pot.
The annual National Household
Survey on Drug Abuse said that the number
of teenagers smoking pot has doubled from
1992 to 1994. According to the University
of Michigan's annual Monitoring the Future
Survey, the trend is beginning in high school.
Thirty percent of the students polled said
they had tried marijuana in the past year.
The figure in 1992 was 21.9 percent.
Records confirmed by Gary
Stephenson,, director of judicial affairs at
Fairfield, show an increase in the number of
cases over the past four years at Fairfield.
During the 91-92 school year, 2 cases were
reported by either RA's or security, 11 cases
during 92-93, 20 cases during 93-94, 29
during 94-95 and 10 cases were reported so
far this year. These cases may have involved
possession, possession of paraphernalia, or
intent to sell (not necessarily actual use of
the drug marijuana). Is this cause for alarm?
"You can't just look at the statistics," says
Stephenson. "You want to have an accurate
reflection, and to do that you have to go and
talk to the Fairfield community. I just got
back from a national conference, and I can
say that marijuana use does seem to be more
of a concern. It was something that was
talked about among the other colleges."
College does not breed pot smokers,
however. According to Nancy Maitland,
substance abuse counselor at the Health
Center, the vast majority of college students
have begun using marijuana in high school
or even as early as junior high.
"It's just like alcohol," Maitland
said. "When they get to college, they're not
like, 'Oh, what's this?'" She believes that
the biggest problem is that everyone thinks
it's not a big deal. They only consider
cocaine, LSD, or heroine as dangerous drugs.
"They see marijuana as a cigarette, and they
don't necessarily know its effects, like it can
cause a loss of fertility," Maitland said.
Marijuana, the dried green leaves
and flowering tops of the hemp plant, was
not always thought of as a menace to society.
According to the Great Book of Hemp by
Rowan Robinson, hemp cultivation was
mandatory for English colonists. Right here
in Connecticut in 1637 the General Court at
Hartford ordered all families to plant one
teaspoonful of hemp seed.
Hemp was a vital source of paper
and cloth. "Smoking up" was not unheard
of, as people engaged in smoking marijuana
in peace pipes with the Native American
population, a practice which outraged the
Puritans.
By the second half of the 19th
century, hashish, the concentrated dark
brown resin of the hemp plant, which is
more potent, was marketed as "candy." This
was not encouraged by law, but it wasn't
illegal yet either.

COMMERCIAL VALUE &
APPLICATIONS of HEMP
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'from the Mature CannaBis <P(ant We Can git these

TWO BASIC PRODUCTS
MATURE SEED
MATURE STALKS
The value of stalks will range from $ 70. - 150 per Ton
Farmers will produce approx. 5 - 10 Tons per Acre
Value to Hie Fanner $350. - 1,500 per Acre
FROM THE MATURE STALKS
TWO MATERIALS ARE SEPARATED

HURDS
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FIBER
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Value: $70-150 per Ton
or $350-1,500 per Acre

Value: $750 - 1,000 /Ton
or $525 - 1,750 per Acre

From (he HURDS we can
manufacture products like:

From the ITTIF.R we can
manufacture product!! like:

I

Paper

Ropes

Fuel

Cloth

1

Particle Boards

I

Plastics

I

I

Clothing

i

and more

HEMP CAN HELP HALT DEFORESTATION
Paper made from Cannabis can be Eco-Safe,
NO Harmful Chemicals need he used in its production.
Each Acre of Hemp = 8-16 Acres of Natural Forests

Hemp can make other Wood Products

Social reformers of the 1900's
needed a scapegoat for a sudden crime wave,
and they found one in marijuana. By 1915
New England states had passed laws against
marijuana, and in 1937 Franklin Roosevelt
signed the Marijuana Tax Act that
discouraged the undesirable use of marijuana
smoking by smokers and drug addicts. It
was the final blow to legal hemp farming in
America.
While numbers reflecting usage
seem to be growing, so do the number of
people who want to end the ban. Today,
some activists for legalization base their
cause on the medicinal benefits of marijuana
while others are advocating the
environmental benefits of the hemp plant.
THC, one of over 400 chemicals in the hemp
plant, binds with the receptors in the brain
responsibleforcoordinationandmemory.lt
is the THC that makes you feel giddy, content,
anxious or paranoid. Long-term effects of
THC include loss of short-term memory,
mood swings, and weight fluctuations, along
with many others.
It is also the THC that gives
marijuana its therapeutic, medicinal quality.
"If it were known by any other name, we
would embrace it as a miracle drug," said
one reporter for the Hartford Courant. He
went on to say that "there is growing
anecdotal and scientific evidence that it can
prolong the sight of those with glaucoma,
alleviate the pain and nausea of those with
AIDS and cancer, and prevent migraines
and menstrual cramps along with seizures of
epilepsy."
Patients who are caught using
marijuana as medicine are usually arrested.
Nevertheless, some people are putting a lot
of effort into gaining access to medical
marijuana. One such person is 46 year-old
Ralph Steeley. who has terminal bone cancer.
He told the High Times that he filed and won
a suit against the state of Washington and is

The value of seed will range from $200.-500/Ton
Hemp seed is high in Protein. Oil. & One of the Best
Sources of F.ssential Fatty Acids.
FROM THE MATURE SEEDS
Two Basic Products are Separated

SEED OILS -

SEED CAKE

> Hemp seed is composed
of over 35% Oil.

Hemp seed cake is
High In Protein

From the OIL we can
manufacture products like:

l:rom the CAKE we can
manufacture products like:

Cooking Oils

Human Food

Fuel Oils

Animal Feed

I

I

I

Lubricants

I

I

Tofu'
I
■
I
Plastics
Flour
HEMP CAN HELP SAVE THE FAMILY FARM
With a value per acre ur$350-5OO Hemp Straw tor liber extraction
and Taper pnxiuction should be woith in excess of
$40 Billion Annually In the U.S. Farm Economy.
Hemp on 2% of the U.S. Farm Land replaces Trees for Paper
5 flyer was prepared hv Che Institute for Hemp POD AM 30 St Paul. MN SM6*
12-222-2628. '31 WO. 19')2,1 WJ.IW4 We allow the duplication olthu flyer.

preparing his brief in anticipation of the
court's appeal. In his interview he also said
to any doubters, who say that medical
marijuana is just a smokescreen for people
who want to get high, "To say that the reason
I'm in court is only to provide marijuana to
children who smoke is an absurd leap of
logic and an insult to me."
Because the hemp plant is
considered "guilty by association" with
marijuana, environmentalists think we're
overlooking a valuable resource.
Paul Armentano, of NORML, the
National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws, stresses that hemp is a
worthy substitute for paper products and
textiles.
"You wouldn't have to be
sacrificing as many trees for paper, and you
can get four times as much yield per acre as
you can from cotton. Also, 50% of all
pesticides are used on growing cotton, and
hemp requires little or no pesticides,"
Armentano said.
A group of students at Fairfield
have organized a beer brewing company,
Kind Brew, that took off from a marketing
class project. They have come up with a
brewing process involving hemp, and they
buy the hemp seeds from the Ohio Hempery.
The Ohio Hempery imports the seeds, which
have gone through a sterilization process to
remove THC to get through the FDA. The
hemp food industry is growing in the U.S.
In the U.S., two states have
legislation pending regarding the legalization
of hemp. Armentano emphasized that the
medicinal uses of the hemp plant are not a
part of the legislation because hemp grown
for industrial purposes has a very low level
of THC. "Basically you're talking about
two different crops," he said.
The two states are Colorado and
Vermont. The bills were introduced in
January. In Colorado, the Senate Agricultural

Committee passed the bill for the domestic
growth of hemp, and in Vermont it passed in
the House. "It's a good sign," said
Armentano, because most bills are killed in
Committee. There's still a long process
ahead, but this is the first year the bill has
gotten through Committee.
The bill in question would allow
for minor test plots (about 40 acres) for the
domestic growth of hemp at the University
of Colorado and at an unspecified location
in Vermont.
All this talk about legalization is
encouraging for the hemp industry, but
marijuana smokers will still have to pay
consequences for their socially unacceptable
habit. As far as Fairfield students are
concerned, they could face possible
suspension, depending on the complaint.
"We try to maintain consistency in the way
we handle cases, but we do consider
individual circumstances. There is no 'cookie
cutter'; i.e., you do this, you'll get this
approach to discipline. Our focus is designed
to be educational," said Stephenson. The
minimum is disciplinary probation and a
$300 fine. Drug evaluation and counseling
may be an option, along with a letter to
parents, or sometimes University service is
involved.
If you would like additional
information or would like to speak to
someone confidentially, the Health Center
has people willing to listen to and answer
questions without passing judgement.
If nothing else, the increase in
marijuana use may be a sign of the times,
just as it was in the 60's. "The movie' Animal
House' was reflective of those times,"
Stephenson laughs, "but I think today
students are more competitive in college
and they're really working hard to get jobs.
These are different times now."
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Vegetarianism on rise at Fairfield
Mark Fusco
Contributing Writer

For almost four years, Reilly
Mahoney, '96, and Jason Shumaker, '96,
have eaten Sodexho food at Fairfield
University. Walking into the dining hall
virtually daily during this time, they have
passed on the hamburgers, meat lasagna,
and lunch-time classic chicken patties.
Instead, they head straight for the salad bar,
cereal selections, or sandwich station for a
cheese sandwich.
On the other side of the counter,
Ralph Lembo, director of dining services,
realizes he has to reach out to people like
Reilly and Jason. They are part of a growing
market of students not only at Fairfield, but
also across the country. If he wants his
company to remain in business and expand
into different colleges, he must remain
sensitive to the diverse needs of the students.
According to the People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), 20
million Americans are vegetarians. This
number changes constantly as more people
realize the connection between meat and
life-threatening illnesses as well as the
cruelties associated with meat production.
Vegetarianism is rising on college
campuses across the country. More and
more young adults are switching their eating
habits to a more healthy one. According to
The National Restaurant Association, 15
percent of the 15-million American college
students eat vegetarian meals each day. This
is true not only at institutions such as
University of California and MIT, but also
right here at Fairfield University.
A vegetarian is simply defined as a
person who does not eat meat, fish, or poultry.
Vegetarians who do not consume flesh but
do eat animal products such as eggs, cheese,
and milk are referred to as ovo-lactovegetarians. Those individuals who do not
consume any animal meat and avoid wearing
animal based clothing products such as wool,
silk, and leather are called vegans.
Among the reasons people say they
turn to vegetarianism are health and morality.
According to the Physicians Committee for
Responsible Medicine, vegetarian diets
prevent such terminal conditions as heart

disease, cancer, and osteoporosis. Vegans
are healthier than ovo-lacto-vegetarians
because of the lack of consumption of fat
and cholesterol rich eggs and dairy products.
Moral reasons include the mass farming and
slaughtering of animals forfood. Ecological
concerns including the destruction of the
rainforests and erosion due to over-grazing
are reasons for vegetarianism as well.
Mahoney has been a vegetarian for
the past six years. She chose this route after
attending an animal rights meeting in high
school. Peter Singer's Animal Liberation
helped open her eyes to animal rights and
the cruelty of animals as well. She is an ovolacto -vegetarian since she consumes dairy
products. Although she believes a good
number of people become vegetarians
because it is becoming the "in" thing to do,
Mahoney has committed to vegetarianism
for life. In fact, one of her pet peeves is when
people "check in" to see if she is still a
vegetarian. Surprisingly enough, her sister
is the one who asks her most often, "Are you
still doing that?"
"Everyone thinks it's a phase. For
some it might be, but it's a choice I made for
my life," Mahoney said.
Shumaker has been a vegetarian
approximately five years. He became a
vegetarian out of a"feeling for animal rights."
He has been further persuaded to
vegetarianism by the "health reasons and
the environmental reasons." Like Mahoney,
Shumaker is an ovo-lacto and is committed
to this path. Though he has not received any
negative feelings about his vegetarianism
here at Fairfield, it was not easily accepted
by his peers at his conservative high school.
Though she was quite
"militant" about animal rights in high school,
Mahoney no longer finds that appropriate
behavior. In her mind, people should not
force their beliefs onto others. Mahoney
feels animal rights has acquired a "bad name"
because of this.
"When I tell people I'm for animal
rights, they sometimes get the wrong idea,"
Mahoney said.
Shumaker has never been one to
force vegetarianism onto others. He does
not feel that is is his place to do so. It is not
his prerogative to make people think any
differently than they do.

"I have no need to make other
people do anything," he said. "It's not my
goal."
Several universities have formed
animal rights organizations on their
campuses. The University of California at
Berkeley has an animal rights group named
Students in Support of Animals (SISA).
This name was chosen because it minimizes
the militant image of a group of this nature.
MIT has a Vegetarian Support Group as
well as a site on the Internet with plenty of
information concerning health, animal
rights, and vegetarian options in the dining
halls. Still, neither Mahoney nor Shumaker
believe an animal rights group on the
Fairfield campus would be necessary.
"I don't really think there's a need
for it," Shumaker said.
As for the dining halls at Fairfield,
Mahoney is satisfied with their vegetarian
options. As a freshman, Mahoney primarily
lived off pasta while dining in Dolan
Commons or the Campus Center cafeterias.
Her choices, however, have expanded over
the later three years and are "much better
than freshman year." Now a beach resident,
Mahoney makes whatever she wants at her
house and can get more creative with her
meals. Even Stop & Shop stocks up on
microwave vegetarian meals more now than
she can remember. She still eats lunch in the
Campus Center during the week and is
satisfied with Sodexho's efforts to offer
vegetarian meals.
"Of the [vegetarians] I know, they
are satisfied," she said.
Shumaker is also happy with the
choices he finds at Sodexho. When he is
home from school, his mother makes him
elaborate vegetarian meals. At his beach
house, however, he primarily lives off pasta.
When he is at the dining hall, he never has
any trouble finding a meal that will suit him.
"Speaking as a vegetarian, I'm
totally content with Sodexho," Shumaker
said.
Sodexho has taken the vegetarian
students into consideration during its meal
periods. Currently, the dining service offers
one vegetarian entree in the meal line, a
salad bar, a 100% vegetarian wok station,
and a daily vegetarian soup. Sodexho
management understands the definite need

for vegetarian choices, but it will be difficult
to expand until a solid number is obtained.
Lembo does believe the number is growing
because Sodexho is always receiving new
requests from students for more vegetarian
meal ideas. He has also seen an increase in
popularity in the vegetarian entrees.
"I think there may be more
vegetarians here than I imagined," Lembo
said.
During this semester, Sodexho will
be distributing questionnaires to students.
According to Lembo, this will be a "request
for vegetarian-minded individuals to identify
themselves." Once a substantial base of
approximately 150 is known, Sodexho can
seriously consider setting up a vegetarian
station in the dining halls with awnings and
posted vegetarian recipies as the company
did at Marist College where a large number
of vegetarians has been established.
"If we can identify a vegetarian
base, we can make a really nice vegetarian
station, Lembo said.
In the meantime, Sodexho will
implement new recipes this semester. The
corporate chef has sent a book to Lembo
containing 60-70 new vegetarian recipe ideas
to be used during this half of the year. The
book offers detailed recipes for more creative
vegetarian items. The new meals will appease
the vegetarians who have asked Sodexho for
more items.
The vegetarian population will no
doubt grow not only here at Fairfield
University but also all over the world. As
information concerning meats and their
harmful effects on our health continue to
become public, more and more people will
surely turn to vegetarianism. There will
always be that segment that will consider
themselves vegetarians because they gave
up red meat but still continue to eat animal
flesh. Vegetarianism has become a trend in
the 1990s, and many people are not ready to
devote their lives to it. Still, there are many
others such as Mahoney and Shumaker who
will not give up on their way of life.
"Some people want to call
themselves vegetarians because they think
it's the healthy thing to do," Mahoney said.

A reminder to love responsibly
PR
American Social Health
Association
"It is crucial that sex partners
talk openly about the sensitive subject of
sexual health and use condoms to protect
one another from sexually transmitted
diseases," said ASHA president Peggy
Clarke. "Because so many STDs have
very mild symptoms or no symptoms at
all, an infected person can transmit a
disease without being aware of the
infection.
Many couples find that sex is
more enjoyable if they don' t have to worry

about getting an STD," Clarke said. "And
open communication about sexual health
can lead to greater intimacy."
ASHA offers a free brochure,
"Condoms, Contraceptives and STDs,"
that discusses the relative benefits of
various birth control methods in
preventing pregnancy and STD infection.
It explains that while other contraceptive
methods are effective in preventing
pregnancy, only condoms are highly
effective in preventing STDs. Natural
membrane or "animal skin" condoms are
not recommended for STD prevention.
The publication also illustrates
the correct ways to use male and female

condoms.
"Protecting yourself doesn't
mean giving up sexual pleasure," the
brochure says. "It just means finding ways
to have sex more safely."
An estimated 55 million
Americans — one in four adults — have
STDs, with 12 million new infections
each year. Two-thirds of new infections
occur in people under 25 and one-fourth
occur in teenagers.
ASHA is a nonprofit
organization with headquarters in
Research Triangle Park, NC. The mission
of the 82-year-old organization is to stop
STDs and their harmful consequences to
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Got any story ideas?

individuals, families and communities.
The ASHA brochure "Condoms,
Contraceptives and STDs" is available by
calling the ASHA HealthLine at 800/9728500 through April 1996. The brochure
may also be requested by writing to ASHA,
Dept. PR-61, P.O. Box 13827, Research
Triangle Park, NC 27709, enclosing $ 1 to
cover postage and handling.
Free confidential information
about STDs is available through the
National STD Hotline, operated by ASHA,
at 800/227-8922.
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5 MY SKI & SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET

GROUP LEADER &
REP DISCOUNTS
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

5 NIGHTS LODGING LUXURY CONDO
5 NIGHTS OF INTERCOLLEGIATE PARTIES & CONTESTS
Sponsors tittlude:

Molson & Lahatis ♦

Call the Mirror office at ext. 2533!
in the Son S Snow!
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What did you do on President's Day?

Graziella D'Agata & Christy Schwartz
"We were laying on the beach in Florida"

Lana LoRusso
"I went to the City and got a tatoo."

Christian Slater
"I was on the phone trying to
find a Dogwood's date. It's
coming up quickly."

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
• Student Activities
Dear Fellow Students,
FUSA Cabinet applications for 1996-97 will be
available on Thursday, February 22 in the FUSA office
(basement of the Campus Center) and at the Info Desk.
There are a variety of positions available within the five
branches of the Cabinet. So there is definitely something
for everyone! Pick up an application and check it out!
All the information you need to know about the
selection process is included in the application. So, don't
hesitate to get involved. You might just find yourself
planning Dogwoods Weekend, selecting the Gonzaga
movies, designing an event for your class, making large
posters for display, developing Fairfield for the future,
talking with administrators about improving your life at
Fairfield, or even running a major concert!
FUSA is at an important point in its history. We are
coming off a good string of successful administrations and
entering the 50th Anniversary of our Student Association!
Why not be a part of history and make the Golden
Anniversary year the best ever!!

- Dances, Lectures, Concerts, Films,
Comedians, Weekend Events, Etc...

• Government Operations
- Publicity, Advertising, Graphic Design,
Office Management, Student Services,Etc...

• Student Life
» - Class Representatives, Academics,
Community Life (Hindsight Project),
Athletics and Recreation, Research and
Development, Alumni Relations,Etc...

• Multi-Cultural Relations
- Cultural Celebrations, Multi-Cultural
Activities, Cultural Organizations, Etc...

• COSO (Council of Student Organizations)
- Club Funding, Leadership Training, Etc...

Sincerely,

Mike Reardon '97
FUSA President-Elect
V. V. V.

FUSA 96-97
BE PART OF THE TEAM
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Editorial/Commentary
Letters to the Editor

Last week, this editorial focused on the results
of the national freshman survey. Nearly half a million
students nationwide were asked about issues ranging
from political interests to affirmative action. Across
the board, the results showed that students of this
generation are uninterested in politics and social
values while also feeling that they are powerless to
bring about any meaningful change. The future,
through the eyes of these freshmen, looked pretty
grim.
However, there are some bright spots on the
horizon once we leave college. A 26 year-old woman
has founded the National Association for
Twentysomethings. The Washington, D.C.-based
firm gives its members access to temporary and longterm group health insurance (for those who can no
longer be covered by their parents' insurance), job
resources and financial planning. So far, over 100
people have joined, primarily recent graduates still
searching for a job.
The founder, Jennifer Klein, was tired of the
Generation X stereotype (lazy, apathetic, and
ignorant), and decided to do something about it. The
association has been growing^ steadily since its
inception, and is poised to begin a lobbying group on
Capitol Hill for issues that affect people in their
twenties. For more information oh joining, write to
the association at 1725 K Street NW, Suite 602,
Washington, D.C. 20006.
Although the freshman attitudes still prevail
throughout our generation, it's refreshing to see that
there are still those who feel that they can make a
difference.

T
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FUSA had other reasons for band decision
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to Mark Reed's commentary in
last week's Mirror.
First of all I am glad that
FUSA is working on getting some
sort of spring concert to our
campus, and that Tribe Called
Quest will be here, but I am very
concerned with some misleading
statements by Mr. Reed. When Mr.
Reed says that we could not have
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones here
due to drinking on stage and stage
diving he is covering up the real

reasons behind FUSA's decision.
I have seen iheBosstones
5 times in the last 2 years and have
not seen them drink on stage. The
last time I saw them, at the Roseland
NYC on October 27, 1995, the
venue would not allow the audience
on stage, so none was on stage. It
was that simple. What occurred
was a great show that was put on by
the band that the music industry
has called the hardest working band
in rock.
I think the reason Mr.
Reed meant to give was that the
Bosstones perform music that

challenges Fairfield's status quo,
and that FUSA members had never
heard of. So instead we are going
to get a few more overpriced MTV
bands that Fairfield students will
not be threatened by.
Having had the pleasure
of interviewing the band last fall
for WVOF, I would hope that Mr.
Reed will not misrepresent them to
the Fairfield students who might
want to try something new in their
music choices.
Sincerely,
Timothy Welsh
WVOF Club and Concert Dir.

Sign-posters should identify themselves
To the Editor:
Through my involvement
in many organizations, I have come
to expect that some posted flyers
will go unnoticed by a good number of students. Knowing that there
are people reading the bulletin
boards, organizations have hung
and will continue to hang a variety
of information on our residence
and academic hall walls. I cannot
ignore the display of brightly-colored papers that I have seen recently on my way to classes. I am

writing to you in order to make
some sort of request, or at least to
get my question answered.
The papers to which I am
referring are the ones containing
celebrity quotes and other poignant
phrases relating to abortion. I am
not about to go into a discussion
about my position on that issue this is not the time nor the place for
such a debate. I would like, instead, to direct my comments to
the authors of the papers. While
you are thorough in quoting your
source directly, you are missing

one important point about expressing opinions or sparking others you need to claim them. Show some
determination, be proud of your
position, and stand behind your
beliefs. It is difficult for myself
and others to respond to such a
debatable topic when we have nowhere to direct our comments. If
you are confident of your stance
and sure of your convictions, show
it. If you are not, please do not
clutter our hallways with dead-end
claims.
Sincerely,
Sarah Devine '98

[Continued from page 9]
The Washington Post/Kaiser Family Foundation/Harvard
University Politics Quiz
1. Who was President when the Watergate scandal took place?
2. Is there a limit on the number of terms in office a President of the United
States can serve, or not?
3. Which party - the Democrats or the Republicans - has the most members
in the United States Senate?
4. Which party - the Democrats or the Republicans - has the most members
in the US House of Representatives?
5. What is the name of the current Vice President of the United States?
6. Who has the final responsibility to decide if a law is constitutional or
not?
7. What is the name of the current Speaker of the US House of Representatives?
8. Which party do you think is more conservative - the Democratic Party or
the Republican Party?
9. What is the name of the current majority leader of the United States
Senate?
10. How many years is a single term in office for a US Senator?
11. What is the name of the current Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court?
[Answers and percentage of poll respondents who answered correctly next
week.]
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The Culture of Silence
This Week: Campuses and beyond - what we don't know and why
twenty-four year old Americans ranked last
among their peers in nine nations in their
ability to locate places like France, Britain,
Japan, Central America, and the Persian
Gulf on a map.
* A June, 1990 Times Mirror study entitled
The Age of Indifference found that regular
newspaper readership has dropped among
eighteen to twenty-nine year-olds from
nearly 70% in 1965 to 30% in 1990.
Viewership of television news declined as
well, from 52% to 41%. "Notwithstanding
the desire of many students to get rich,"

results, including some of the following:
* Over half (54%) of respondents didn't
know the names of either of the US Senators
of their state; a further 22% only knew one.
A full 67% didn't know the name of their US
Representative.
* One in four respondents did not know the
name of the Vice-President of the United
States, nearly half could not name the current
speaker of the House of Representatives,
and two-thirds could not name the current
majority leader of the Senate. Only a quarter
knew how many years a term of office is for

Kurt Hackbarth
Commentary Editor
Paul Loeb, an author and national
lecturer, records the following quotes from
undergraduate students in his 1994 book
Generation at the Crossroads: Apathy and
Action on the American Campus:
"God helps those who help
themselves. I feel sorry for those who get
tough breaks, but we'll always have the
poor. We gave the blacks a lot. Is it my fault
if me or my parents make the bucks and they
don't?"
"I'm a heavy church-goer. The
priests say we should help others. But no
one's gone out of their way for me."
"Helping people is great and good
teachers are great. But you can't help
everyone else and throw away Number
One. I want to make enough to buy a place
of my own, where I can go and if someone's
bothering me I can say, 'Buddy, buzz off,
this is mine. This is what I've paid for."
"Without money, you have no
life."
Sound
familiar?
Perhaps
discomfortingly so, for all of the above
quotes are from Fairfield University
students. In fact, Loeb devotes a good half
of his first chapter ("You make your own
chances: Wealth as an Educational Goal")
recounting his interviews with Fairfield
students. Though the interviews took place
several years before the matriculation of the
present student body, they sound ominously
familiar. Based on his extensive lecturing
on college campus and interviews with
students, Loeb vividly describes what
educator Paulo Freire has called "the culture
of silence," and how it has come to envelope
college campuses over the past generation.
Such a culture develops "when individuals
are denied the opportunity to reflect on their
situation and to participate in shaping their
destinies. Instead...their voice becomes
merely an echo of the powerful, of the
dominant voices of their time." Not
surprisingly, our unwillingness as students
to voice political opinions or challenge the
current "order of things" stems from a
remarkable ignorance about public affairs,
particularly with regards to prior
generations. The book cites the following
statistics:
* In a July 1988 Gallup and National
Geographic Society study, eighteen to
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Loeb notes, "even their awareness of
financial news declined."
* In a survey taken at UMASS Amherst two
weeks into the Gulf War in 1991, only 29%
of respondents aged eighteen to thirty-two
knew who Colin Powell was, while 26%
believed that both Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
were democracies, less than 3% knew that
Syria was also occupying foreign Middle
East land (I wonder what the numbers would
be for Israel), and less than 9% knew that the
US had implied it would take no action
when Saddam Hussein first hinted he might
use force against Kuwait.
Startling as these statistics are, there
is no need for college students to begin
flaggelating themselves as islands of
ignorance within a larger society. For just
three weeks ago, in a six-part series in the
Washington Post entitled "Reality Check:
the Politics of Mistrust", the results of a
national poll sponsored by the Post, the
Kaiser Family Foundation, and Harvard
University were published. The poll asked a
series of basic questions about the political
process and received some astonishing
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Phone: 331-0040

a Senator.
* When asked if more of our federal budget
is spent on Medicare or on foreign aid, 58%
of respondents answered incorrectly, and a
further 15% did not know.
* Nearly half (48%) did not know which of
the two main political parties is more
conservative!
Such ignorance and apathy about
politics cuts across the ideological spectrum
and has wide-reaching implications. Citing
polls that showed a majority of students
disagreeing with Reagan on each specific
issue in the 1980's yet agreeing with him
personality (with a majority of their votes),
Loeb concludes that "Apolitical students,
far more than those politically involved,
tend to trust America's leaders." The Post
survey, for example, found that "less
politically informed Americans, regardless
of whether they were Republicans or
Democrats, were far more fearful of war and
less likely to support reductions in defense
spending." Despite our pervasive cynicism
regarding the political process, our lack of
participation in it causes a trust-by-default
in our political leaders to make the major
decisions affecting our lives. Further, our
lack of knowledge about these issues often
leads us to support candidates whose
positions we do not agree with, while leaving
ourselves open to easy manipulation on those
issues by 30-second commercials and soundbites. When substantive political discussions
do take place, we turn it off as boring because
we cannot follow what is being said and
cannot see how directly it relates to us.
Instead, we flip back to Crossfire and revel

in the empty confrontation. And those
politicians who do confront painful
problems, such as Medicare and Social
Security, find themselves easily tarred by
misleading attacks which draw upon, not
surprisingly, popular fear and ignorance.
The questions, of course, must be
asked: what are the causes of this situation,
and why does it appear to be getting worse?
Here are several points to consider, each of
which has contributed, I believe, to this
unsatisfactory status quo.
- No Vietnams: it is certainly fortunate that
this generation has not had a tragedy such as
the Vietnam War which has affected us
directly. Conversely, though, we have not
had a major issue around which to rally that
has had such a direct and immediate impact
upon our lives. Not to tarnish the idealism of
the 60's generation, but much of the
motivation of the campus and public activism
was based on personal self-interest: I don't
want to be drafted, or have friends and loved
ones be drafted. Interestingly, certain
disparate voices, then and now, have objected
to the all-volunteer army on exactly this
basis: we no longer have to have direct
contact with the price of war. Perhaps it was
easier, then, to get involved in a massive
conflict like the Gulf War that killed over a
hundred thousand Iraqis, and be seduced by
televised images that the great majority of
us, literally and figuratively, were thousands
of miles away from.
- Inadequate education: it is no secret that
public school education in so many of our
inner cities is so inadequate that basic skills
are not even being taught, much less higherlevel analysis. But political awareness is
being neglected everywhere, and should be
considered a basic skill. A personal example:
I attended a good public school system in a
well-funded suburb. Yet not once did I ever
take a class in geography (nor was one
offered), and I never studied the Constitution,
Bill of Rights, or basic political institutions
at a high-school level.
- Economic straits: real wages for the average
American have been stagnant since the early
seventies, and average working hours have
increased. In short, Americans are working
more for less. It is hardly surprising then, in
this context, that so many of today's college
students are less than optimistic about the
future and feel they need to develop the
skills that will allow them to "keep up." This
certainly does not excuse excessive
materialism and focus on wealth, but the
fact remains that the more we as a society
work and rush around, the less time we have
to stop and think about exactly what is going
on around us as we do so!
- The knowledge gap: Loeb talks about
apolitical students who require their
politically involved peers "to know every
fact, reference every figure, be able to debate
Henry Kissinger on Nightline, yet remain
constantly humble and self-effacing" before
they will take their arguments seriously.
Brought into the classroom and the context
of the teacher-student power relationship,
we find students who feel they do not know
enough to challenge their peers or, especially
in specialized or higher-level courses, the
professor. I have found this myself: why
take the time to make what will sound like a
facile argument if I cannot argue at the level
at which the professor is presenting his or
her material? Yet by setting the bar so high
for ourselves, we have, sometimes
conveniently, created a very effective
silencing mechanism.
Next week: what can be done?
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Diversity conference: what's in it for you
Mark Reed
FUSA President
In recent years, faculty,
administrators, and students at Fairfield
University have taken steps to diversify the
campus and create an accepting environment
for all individuals who are a part of the
University community. Such attempts have
included the opening of "The Grind"
Coffeehouse as an alternative weekend
activity; increasing the AHANA student
population from.3% to over 10%; the
showing of the multicultural and diversity
film series in the Snack Bar; Unity Marches
in the spring; the Multicultural Convocation
this fall; the addition of the Multicultural
Relations Branch to FUSA; the establishment
of the Native American Student Association
and the Jewish Students' organization; and
the recognition of the organization
S.A.Y.S.O. (Students for Acceptance of
Your Sexual Orientation).
These milestones would never have
been achieved without the hard work of
many people. Now's YOUR chance to do
something. O.K., so maybe you can't find
the time to start a new club or organize a

march, but you can get involved. Have any
idea what you can do?
Here's a suggestion that's free of
any preparation on your part. No reading!
No writing! All you need to do is get your
body there and what's even better is that it's
right in your backyard. On Friday, March 1
and Saturday, March 2, Fairfield University
will be hosting a conference on "The
Meaning of Multiculturalism and Diversity
for Catholic Higher Education."
This conference is designed to
examine the meaning of multiculturalism
and diversity in relation to Catholic higher
education. Some of the topics will include
institutional change, Catholicism and
multiculturalism, sexuality, student
concerns, and the history of Jesuits and
multiculturalism. The format of the
conference will include panels, workshops
and a luncheon to which all students are
cordially invited. Panels and workshops are
free for everyone, and the luncheon is free of
charge to students on the University meal
plan. So there are no excuses this time!
The conference will begin on
Friday, March 1 with a welcome from
President Aloysius Kelley, S.J. and a special

University is responsible
for flooding
Vanessa Lops
Staff Writer
A few weekends ago, when power
outages and electrical fires plagued the
campus, many residents of Gonzagallall
experienced damages first-hand.
Within four days, two pipes burst
in the dorm flooding many rooms and
drowning residents' personal items.
During the Sunday pipe burst on
the ground floor of Gonzaga, Juniors Dan
McKail, Shawn Byrne and Rob Duffey lost
an estimated $ 1,500 worth of personal items
when the radiator beside their end rooms
exploded, leaking dirty water into their
rooms. The scene upon opening their doors
was one of floating CD's, stereo speakers,
ski equipment and a laptop computer.
After the tides subsided, carpets
and soggy books disposed of, and computers
dried out (still semi-functional), the students
were informed that the University would not
compensate them for personal losses. The
juniors were told to file a claim with their
parents' homeowners insurance.
"Our deductible is in the $500 range
- my damage amounts to maybe half of that.
So, because of a lack of maintenance in the
dorms, I have to pay for their mistakes?"
said McKail.
This situation provokes many
concerns from resident students. Are
residents' personal belongings covered by
University insurance? It certainly seems not.
Does this mean there is no insurance for
renters' belongings? From the outrageous
rent charged for dorm-living, an insurance
policy should be included.
And is poor maintenance the cause
of the two pipe bursts?

"No," said one native New
Englander, "the freezing temperatures froze
the pipes and that is why they exploded.
There is nothing they could have done."
"It's funny," said junior Liz
Donoghue, "my house pipes aren't
exploding. Your house pipes aren't
exploding. I could understand if this cold
weather was an unexpected phenomenon
and we weren't prepared for it, but this is
Connecticut - isn't cold weather expected?"
Whether it is a lack of maintenance
or an inadequate pipe system, it still is the
landlord's fault.
So, why should the innocent
residents be forced to pay for the damages
that resulted from dorm inadequacy?
That is the question these unlucky
students and their angry parents are asking.
As of now, the students were told by the
R. A.s and Residence Life to "file losses with
personal insurance companies, then they
will work something out with University
insurance."
What is there to "work out?"
The entire process they are putting
these students through is ridiculous. The
University should assume responsibility and
clean up its own mess.

guest speaker, Fr. Gregory Chisholm, S.J. of
the University of Detroit Mercy. Chisholm
possesses a strong interest in multiculturalism
and has written several articles on the topic
which include "No Melting Pot for Justice
Thomas" and "Boyz in the Hood." Saturday' s
discussions will begin at 9i,m and conclude
at 5:15 p.m..
There will be a break for lunch
during which there will be a keynote address
by Fr. Michael Himes of Boston College.
Himes is an associate professor of theology
at Boston College. He is an accomplished
writer, who co-authored "Fullness of Faith:
The Public Significance of Theology" with
his brother. Himes was awarded the Catholic
Press Association Book award in 1994 for
this work.
You' 11 have the opportunity to meet
many new people, as faculty, students, and
administrators from 50 colleges and
universities across the country have been
invited to attend. Some of the participating
institutions are: Boston College, Fordham
University, Loyola College in Maryland,
Manhattan College, Marist College, Notre
Dame University, Seton Hall University, St.
John's University, Trinity College,

University of San Diego, University of San
Francisco, University of Scranton, and
Villanova University.
The conference will provide a
forum for you to ponder fascinating issues
which include Catholicism and sexuality,
the effects of culture on learning disabilities,
and multiculturalism in music. At the very
least, it will open up your mind to things you
may never have considered. The conference
entitled "The Meaning of Multiculturalism
and Diversity for Catholic Higher
Education" is another step by the University
toward the creation of awareness,
understanding, and acceptance among its
members.
In order to accommodate everyone
and have sufficient food, you MUST register
either Friday from 4-8 PM or Saturday at 8
AM in the Barone Campus Center Lobby.
Your taking the time to register will be of
great help to and most appreciated by the
conference committee.
So, what else can you get out of
experiencing this conference? Only you
can answer that question for yourself. Why
not come and find out? What's stopping
you?
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are welcome at the Mirror office, in
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Frothy kegs of Budweiser or.
Dixon P. Downey
Staff Writer

The weekend is approaching,
and although the temptation of frothy
kegs of Budweiser is hard to resist, it
might be time for a change. Whether on
a date or with a couple of friends, a
weekend at Viva Zapata promises
evenings brimming with zesty Mexican
food, live music and a fresh atmosphere.
Four-year owner Harry Brady
makes sure his bar rocks to the songs of
live bands every Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday night. His young clientele enjoy
sampling dishes of tacos, enchiladas,
buritos, quesadillas, nachos and fajitas.
Harry's more gourmet Mexican House
Specialities include Filet Cancaso, filet
mignon stuffed with cheese, peppers and
onions.
Despite the chill of the evening
that my roommate John and I visited
Viva Zapata, the appeal of its grand
outdoor patio still tempted the summer
spirit. Upon entering the restaurant, a
cheery maitre '<! joked with me about the
quality of sound on my cellular phone,
remembering me from my call for
directions. Like many of the tables in the
dining area, ours was situated cozily in a
corner of its own, perhaps a bit too cozy
for us. The dim light cast from paneled

walls and book shelves around us.
Knickknacks such as an iron stove, pots
hanging from the ceiling and old signs
also contributed to the ambiance.
Our waiter was quick to bring
our pitcher of sangrea, an extra potent
Mexican wine. We were quite at ease by
the time we ordered our meals. We
decide to share a small order of nachosgrande for an appetizer, which ended up
being a mountain of melted cheese,
guacamole, salsa and sour cream upon
corn-chips. For my entree, I went with
the vegetable quesadilla. Hong ordered
the chicken fajita.
By the time our waiter had
arrived with our meals, we had picked
over our nachos several times, and our
pitcher held only ice cubes. However,
the heavy vegetables dripping with
melted cheeses that bulged out of my
quesadilla quickly refreshed my
enthusiasm. John's less impressively
displayed quesadillas allowed for
creativity, as the chicken, vegetables
and condiments were not nearly wrapped
in the tortilla.
As I chomped down into my
quesadilla, its crunchy, gooey contents
met my palate with ecstasy. Nope, this
ain't Taco Bell, not even Chi-Chi's.
John shared his fajita with me. It was as
tasty as the limited rage of its ingredients

'50*s style in the '90's
Melissa Masikiewicz
A&E Assistant Editor

I had heard that the Sycamore
Restaurant in Bethel was known for
serving the best burgers in New England.
I was also told the restaurant hasal950's
style atmosphere, complete with swivel
chairs at the counter, old fashioned booths,
neon lights and car-hop service in warm
weather. Everything I had heard about
the Sycamore Restaurant turned out to be
correct, but it still wasn't quite what I had
anticipated.
A friend and I drove the twentyfive minutes from school, finally pulling
up to what looks like mainly a take-out
hamburger stand. We did find the door,
however, and we quickly realized that
"50's style" didn't mean a bright
restaurant setting that could have been in
Grease. It meant that the restaurant hasn' t
changed its decor sinvethe 50's. The
booths are make of dull yellow wood,
with no cushions, and there is no carpeting
in sight. The restaurant looks as if it
belongs in a sleepy beach town that has
been absent of tourists for decades.
As we looked at the menu, we
knew that all was not lost. The food
flying by us as waiters served other tables
looked really good. The lettuce on the
burgers was bright green and leafy
(always a good sign) and the curly fries
didn't look very greasy. We also noticed
that just about every meal on the menu
costs less than five dollars. You can
order a burger with any of the traditional
toppings, foot long hot dogs, salads and
appetizers. Hamburgers are made fresh
with 100% U.S. Choice ground round
steak, and I decided to try the "Dagwood
Burger," called "The final answer to the

Burger." We also couldn't wait to
sample "Sycamore's Old Fashioned
Root Beer," which the restaurant has
made on premises since its opening in
the 1940's.
As we ordered, someone went
up to the juke box, the only bright thing
in the room, and suddenly classic 50's
songs greatly improved the restaurant's
atmosphere. Our root beers were served
in a frosted mug and we agreed that they
were really rich and worth getting refills.
The food was in front of us within ten
minutes, and for the next fifteen minutes
there was hardly any conversation
because we were munching away on
our burgers, chicken bites, and curly
fries, and sipping our root beer. My
friend, a true hamburger connoisseur,
said he's had better burgers before, but
I thought it was the best burger I had
ever had, and he certainly didn't leave
any bites of his two double-burger meals
on his plate.
While the atmosphere of the
Sycamore Restaurant is far from
glamourous or even pleasantly casual,
the food is great. And, in the spring,
summer and fall car-hop service is
offered. Owner Chris Egan says, "We're
probably the only place within 2,000
miles that still does car-hop service."
As my friend and I pull out of the
driveway, we know we'll be back again.
The Sycamore Restaurant is
located at 282 Greenwood Avenue, in
downtown Bethel. To get there from
Fairfield, take Black Rock Turnpike
(Route 58) to Route 303, which is
Greenwood Avenue, and turn left. Open
daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner,
the restaurant can be reached at 7482716.
'.•
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could accomplish.
Our meal came to be fifty-one
dollars, not including the tip (we had a
second eight-dollar pitcher of sangrea).
Although busy, our waiter, Dan, was
cordial enough to answer some question
about the restaurant so we tipped him
well. He told us the meaning behind Viva
Zapata. "Zapata was a Spanish
revolutionary who fought for the people' s
rights." Literally, it means, long live
Zapata.
It was after our meal that I met
the grinning Harry Brady at his brass
topped bar. Sitting upon stools that were
once carriage seats, he told me the history
of the restaurant. Viva Zapata was once
a small chain scattered from Key West to
New Haven. Founded in 1969 by a man
named Duke Merdington, all of the
Westport restaurants siblings have
disappeared. The Westport Viva Zapata
was the first, and evidently the most
successful.
Commuters form the nearby
Westport train station account for a
substantial number of Viva Zapata's
patrons. Most of Harry's young
employees work at night in order to pursue
other interests, such as their education,
during the day. He characterizes his
employees as "loyal".
After I noticed peanut shells all

over the floor, Harry explained, "We
used to have saw dust on the floor but the
fire marshal didn't like that. So we
decided to have the peanuts instead." He
pointed to a large brass trimmed barrel
filled with peanuts near the stage toward
the back of the bar area.
Viva Zapata usually has a
special event each week, although it is
usually not advertised. The restaurant
will celebrate a festival entitled, "Cinco
de May" or the fifth of May. Harry
mentioned that "we'll be giving away a
lot of stuff."
Located off of exit 18 on 1-95 in
Westport, Viva Zapata opens its doors
form 4 p.m.to 1 a.m. weekdays and from
12 p.m. to 2 p.m. on weekends. Check it
out some time.

Has Disney given females a
bad rap?
Nell Bateman
Staff Writer

Walt Disney has won the hearts
of children as well as adults for decades,
and the happily-ever-after endings for
which Disney is lauded have left smiles
on faces worldwide. But Disney should
be taken for more than face value, and the
realities behind the magic ought to be
surfaced. One particular reality concerns
the role a variety of women play in Disney
animated movies.
It is interesting to note the lack
of maternal figures in several of Disney's
full length animated films. In Aladdin,
for example, Jasmine has a clueless yet
lovable father, the Sultan, but no mother,
and no explanation why she is missing
from the picture. When the fairy
metamorphasizes Pinnochio into a real
boy, the beloved Gepetto becomes a real
father, but a real mother is nowhere in
sight. Belle seems to have everything in
Beauty and the Beast: wit from reading
her books, beauty by her namesake, a rare
kindness shown unto the beast, and a
charming invent of a father - yet mom is
MIA. Most poignant case is The Little
Mermaid. Disney is by no means original
in its movies, for many are adapted from
old fables and stories. The Little Mermaid
was originally contrived by Hans Chri stian
Anderson, and according to his fairy tale,
the leader of the mermen was the most
revered Grandmother. Disney not only
invented the male King Triton as the
dominating gather of Ariel and her sisters,
but eradicated the Grandmother matriarch
altogether.
Anothertopic of gender concerns
the female villain. If a missing mother
isn't-bad enough, it seems that the ,most

vicious bad guys Disney has to offer
aren't guys at all. Cruella de Ville, if she
doesn't scare you, no evil thing will. She
collected a total of 101 Dalmatians in
order to skin them and don Dalmatian
duds. The Evil Queen had a hissy fit
when she discovered she was in fact not
the fairest one of all and proceeded to
give Snow White the lethal apple. Ursula
stole Ariel's voice, Maleficent raised a
Sleeping Beauty hell, and the step-mother
concocted enough chores to keep
Cinderella from going to the ball.
And so the question remains.
Why has Disney given women a bad
rap? Perhaps the Disney Company is a
male dominated enterprise. Maybe
Michael Eisner hates his mom. Or could
it be that Walt Disney has accepted the
fact the bitches are better (and can cause
far more damage) than any old mean
man?

Write for A&E!!
Send all movie
reviews, restaurant reviews or
concert/band reviews toMirror
Box A A by
Sunday night.
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Fun, friends or just an escape: The Seagrape Cafe
Alita McKinnon
Contributing Writer
A tour of Fairfield,
Connecticut would not be complete
without a visit to the Seagrape Bar and
Cafe. Located at 144 Reef Road, it is
an ideal place to go with friends or
relax and have a good time. I recently
took the time to get a good look at the
Seagrape and talk to some locals about
it.
Before it opened in 1986,
there was a different bar there called
the Nautilus. According to bouncer
Pete Schuman, the setup of the Nautilus
was completely different. The owner
of the Seagrape, Steve Levine,
renovated the bar to make it more
homey.
Inside the cafe there's a cozy
feeling and a friendly atmosphere.
Pictures of sailboats line the left wall
leading to a built-in aquarium. On the
right hang pictures from the flood of
'92 with the Seagrape standing proudly
in the middle of the melee. A four-foot
swordfish adorns one corner of the
cafe, and trivia games and a juke box.
Located along the left hand side are
tables, so you can either sit with friends

or stand by the bar. Locals and students
who frequent the bar like to call it "the
Grape."
"We usually see a lot of the
same faces in here," said Schuman,
who hangs out there even when he's
not working. "In the evening there's
an older crowd and at night, it's mainly
filled with students." Schuman, a nondrinker, enjoys playing darts or
watching football on Sunday nights.
Sometimes, he likes to sit back and
listen to the customers.
"In the early evening, people
are always in here to have a drink and
complain," said Schuman. "Mostly,
they want to escape their husbands
and wives. It's pretty funny to listen to
them all drowning their sorrows."
At the Seagrape, drinks are
relatively inexpensive. You can get a
beer or mixed drink for about $ 1.50 to
$3.00, and there is no cover at the
door. During happy hour, the Grape
offers drink and food specials such as
two- for- one drinks and half-price
appetizers. The cafe also serves regular
meals like hamburgers, chicken and
sandwiches.
"I like to come here on Friday
evenings for a beer and I can also get
buffalo wings for $2," said Danielle

Deraney, 21.
During different nights of the
week, there are various drink specials
such as $1 house shots and $4.50
pitchers of beer. Aside from that, the
Seagrape serves a variety of domestic
and imported beers as well as mixed
drinks. And, of course, you can just
have a soda. "If my friends are going
to the Grape and I don't feel like
drinking, I just get a Diet Coke because
sometimes I like to go there just to get
out of the house and socialize," said
Kelly St. John, 21.
During the summer, the scene
at the Seagrape is a little different.
People of all ages can be found there
having a good time and swaying to the
music.
"Most students go home and
we have a lot more adults here during
the summer," said Schuman. "They'll
have their friends and relatives visiting
them at their beach houses and they
come here at night, so we see a lot of
different people."
Other than night life, you can
also go to the Seagrape for Sunday
brunch. This event usually draws a
reasonable crowd because the brunch
is free. It starts at noon and serves
typical brunch food like eggs, bacon,

bagels and fruit.
"If I'm up, I like to go to the
brunch because I can pig out for free,"
said Brian Csizmadia, 21.
The location of the Seagrape
also makes it a special place. It is not
on a main street like Post Road, but it
is just steps away from the beach.
Fairfield Beach Road and Reef Road
residents like to think of it as their own
private getaway, but, of course, other
visitors are always welcome. Students
like it because it is close and they can
walk there without having to worry
about drinking and driving. Sightseers
usually find it by mistake.
"Sometimes people just
stumble upon it when they drive down
here to look at the Sound on a nice day.
I think they find it's a pretty likable
place," said Schuman.
Whether for fun, friends, or
just escape, the Seagrape is a favorite
place among those of us who live by
the beach. If homework is getting too
tedious or if it has been a bad day, the
Seagrape is there to offer respite. When
I realize that I will soon be graduating,
I think to myself that I will miss this
place, with its familiar surroundings
and faces. I will definitely be back to
visit.

"Where were you when...?"
Jennifer Lee Fanning
Staff Writer
For young adults now coming of
age, the Challenger explosion is the
equivalent of the Kennedy assassination.
It is the psychological landmark of
Generation X.
"It delivered a wake-up call,"
reports Arthur Levine, Ph.D., dean of
Teacher's College, Columbia University.
"It marked an understanding that the
United States might not be competitive
in technology and that has economic
consequences." And as one college
student put it, "Rome fell, Greece fell,
why not the U.S.?"
In a recent interview, Levine
talked about the significant events that
have shaped the beliefs of one generation
to the next. Over the past five years
through the National Opinion Research
Center, he has surveyed thousands of
students, representative of the country's
college population. He has asked them to
rate social or political events they felt
were very significant. Although the
survey revealed events that could be
construed as "negative," he says that
most college students are not cynical and
pessimistic about the future. Levine can't
remember when he's seen more optimism
and more activism among 18-23 yearolds. He says that 64 percent of students
are involved in some sort of volunteer
activity. "Today's students don't hold to
any ideology you ever heard of," Levine
reports. "They're not ideological. They
want change." They also want previous
generations held accountable for their
actions.
Based on his results and a
random survey of a group of Fairfield

University students, here are ten events
students say are having an impact on
them:
•Challenger Explosion: At a time when
students are learning about science for
the first time, the Space Shuttle explodes
on television. Teacher Christa McCauliffe
dies and students realize they aren't any
better than the Russians.
•OU. Simpson Trial: Students don't
consider the deaths of Nicole BrownSimpson/Ronald Goldman and the
subsequent trial a black-and-white issue.
They view it as a matter of a justice
system warped by the media.
•Persian Gulf War: The sense of having
won has gradually eroded over the past
couple of years. Students first saw it as a
positive event, now negative: "Why were
we there - what difference did it make?"
•AIDS: Students are angry. The sexual
freedom allowed other generations is
gone. The disease is a potent symbol of
all the social ills, not of their own making,
thrust on their generation. The day
basketball star Magic Johnson announced
he was suffering from the disease will
never be forgotten.
•Rodney King affair: For liberals and
conservatives alike, it's evidence that the
United States is falling apart. Black and
white students both agree that this unfair
treatment must be stopped.
•Fall of the Berl in Wall: Another positive
event that has become a negative one.
Students see Europe as falling apart.
•U.S. Troops in Bosnia: Most students
know the war has something to do with
religion, but as one asked "We're not
God, so why are we there?"
•Attempted Assassination of President

Reagan: For the first time students ask,
"If we can't even protect the President,
how can we protect ourselves?"
•Exxon Valdez oil spill: "This," said
Levine, "symbolizes their greatest worry
- the livability of the planet." No matter
how many "Save the Whales"
organizations students join - they can't
reverse the damage already done.
•Breakup of the USSR: Students
remember growing up with the threat of

o
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nuclear war. With the breakup of the
USSR, nuclear arsenals were unleased.
No one knows for sure what will happen
in the future if the technology falls into
the wrong hands.
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Random Thoughts

Dear Casey....

By: Nell Bateman

Tori Amos admits that she sounds like
"the Little Mermaid on acid." A unique
individual indeed, Tori should be a part
of your world- Boys for Pele is good
stuff.
Fluff and pez are the best foods human
consumption can offer.
Puff the Magic Dragon; Turned loser

Little Jackie Draper into stud Jackie Paper
back into confused and bewildered Jackie
Draper. That's just mean
A nude Jennifer Aniston on the cover of
Rolling Stone? The haircut's going to her
head.
See it jiggle, watch it wiggle- it's all a
crock. J-E-L-L-0 is not meant to be

eaten, but drunk; preferably slightly
dissolved in warm water.
Popeye is a repressed lonely sailor man.
His perverted giggle is frightening, the
array of tattoos disseminated across his
steroid-pumped body are grotesque, and
Olive Oyle is nothing but the trashy object
of his lust.

Dear Casey,
I am a single senior male who is
extremely shy when it comes to
approaching women. When I see them in
several places on campus, such as the
dining hall, rec plex, and computer labs,
some smile and wave to me. I want to
approach them and introduce myself but
something stops me. I have many female
friends who tell me that I am good looking
with a hot body, so I shouldn't be selfconscious, yet something stops me.
However, when I am drunk either in bars
or at parties, my shyness leaves me and I
approach many females, but they
practically run away from me. Casey, I am
confused, what should I do? I really need
to meet someone.
-Shy
Dear Shy,
It sounds like you are suffering
from a lack of self-confidence. Before
someone else can like you, it is important
to like yourself. Emphasize your good
qualities when meeting people. No one is
perfect and there is always time to improve
the qualities you dislike. When speaking
to girls, it is important to be yourself. As
for the alcohol, you should try and
approach girls without being drunk. Try
to become confident without having a
drink. Most girls respect a guy more when
they are not speaking to him while under
the influence. Listen to your friends and
accept their compliments. You have
nothing to lose by talking to someone;
however, by being shy, you could miss
out on a lot.
-Casey
Dear Casey,
Well, it has been four years and
I am going to graduate with a BS in
Finance. Only problem is that I don' t want
to. I am not ready to go into the real world
and this isn't me. I feel like I have done
this for my parents. For $90,000, I feel
like I have to do what would make them,
and make me, successful. But Casey, I am
so unhappy. Sure I have had job offers,
but the idea of sitting behind a desk, in
front of a computer, in a closed up building
with only a window to view the world-1
just can't fathom it. I am trying to figure
this out. What should I do?
-Crazed and confused

They SflCtlcd- it out for your orthodontist bills.
CXRlgllCCl it up for your car insurance.

And forked it over for that flsll tank accident.
Yet they still insist you call Collect.
Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense.

YOU

dial 1 800 CALL ATT.

Dear Crazed and Confused,
As a senior it is quite common to
be nervous about your future. It is
important to remember that what you are
majoring in, in your undergraduate studies,
is not what you will do for the rest of your
life. The world is open to you. It should be
your choice, and your choice alone, what
road to take. Business is an extremely vast
field of opportunities. There is more to
business than sitting in an office. Perhaps
you should look into some type of jobs
that interact with people more. Finance is
everywhere and a part of everything.
Having a secure background in that field
can only benefit you. Don't give in to your
parents influence! You are the one who is
applying the knowledge and it should be
your choice in what occupation you decide
to pursue. There is so much available.
Don't forget—you never have to stay
with one job. Your first job is almost
always a stepping stone to what the future
holds. Appreciate the four years for the
life lessons you have learned, the right job
for you is out there somewhere.
-Casey

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than I-SOO-COLLECT.
And always gets you the reliable ATXT Network.

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice'

AT&T
Your True Choice
1

For interstate calls Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCL
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Women's tennis continues to impress
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Captures three victories in Pittsburgh tournament
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(Continued from p. 16)
game.

Maryliz Fitzpatrick and Candice Srubar teamed up for a big win in Pittsburgh.
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
"In a word, we kicked
royal ass," Fairfield's women's
tennis head coach Jim Giachino
said, after his team came through
with another excellent performance
last weekend in a tournament at the
University of Pittsburgh.
Despite losing number
one singles player Amy Hanson to
the flu, the players reached the
finals in six draws and won three of
them. The three losses all came to
Akron, a very strong team from the
Mid-American Conference.
Maryliz Fitzpatrick
defeated her opponent from Akron
in the finals of the main draw, 3-6,
6-2, 7-5. Fitzpatrick impressed
Coach Giachino to such an extent
that if Hanson is unable to go in the
Stags' next match this Friday
against Army, she might play in
the number one position.
At number three singles,
Maureen Canuso fell in the finals
of the main draw, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2,
while Deirdre Tindall dominated
her opponent, also from Akron, 61, 6-4.
Candice Srubar won her
finals match 6-1, 6-2 after falling
in a hard fought match 2-6,6-4,62. Srubar could still hold her head

up high. She fell to the number
five player from Pittsburgh, who is
ranked number 850 in the world.
In doubles play, Fitzpatrick and
Srubar knocked off a pair from
Akron, 6-3, 6-4.
Giachino was excited
about the spring season following
this beginning. "The level of the
teams that we played against is a
step above anything we've faced
before," Giachino said. "The team
put forth a very strong effort and
I'm thrilled for them."
Fairfield is on the verge
of gaining a sectional rank, a major
accomplishment for a school of
this size. Giachino has also
toughened the schedule for next
year, when the team will go up
against between eight and 10
sectionally or regionally ranked
teams.
"We're outgrowing most
of the teams in this area," Giachino
said. "You can't compete against
those kinds of teams and expect to
improve."
Although the level of play
will be vastly different than what
the Stags are accustomed to, they
expect to do well. As Giachino
said, "Hey, if we expect to do
poorly, we shouldn't be here."
The team will be put to

photo: Tennis

the test early and often in the
upcoming season, with matches
against the aforementioned Army,
as well as Big East contenders
Seton Hall and St. John's. In
addition, the trip to California will
put the Stags up against some stiff
competition, including a newcomer
on the Stags' schedule, University
of California- Irvine.
The Stags have gradually
gained confidence during
Giachino's tenure. While the coach
doesn't lack any-justifiably so- he
feels that the players need to believe
in themselves more.
"If we could get our
mental level up to our physical
level, we would be unstoppable,"
Giachino said. "We need to have
more respect for ourselves and our
own abilities."
Nevertheless, Giachino
still believes that his squad more
than capable. Fairfield has six
matches for the remainder of the
season that it lost to last year.
Giachino said he would be
surprised if the team didn't win at
least four of those matches in 1996.
"I couldn't be prouder of
this team," Giachino said. "They
give me everything that they have
every time they step on the court.
What more could you ask for?"

After halftime, the Iona
defense bothered the Stags, causing
a 10 for 31 second half, as the
Gaels scored 8 straight in a two
minute span to take a 46-38 lead
with 12 minutes to play. It took
Fairfield 10 minutes to cut the
deficit to 63-60 with under three
minutes to play.
Shannon
Bowman, Francis and Kyle
Commodore all had huge three
point plays.
A key play that hurt the
Stags was a muffed handoff
between Eliezer Cohen and Francis
at the top of the key, which led to a
Greg Barr breakaway layup and a
65-60 Iona lead. Barr appeared to
carry the ball on the play, but no
call was made, the last of a series of
questionable calls that did not go
the Stags' way. Didier Boucard
was whistled for a foul on a clean
steal in what was his first of three
fouls in 52 seconds. Iona's Bryan
Matthew, however, was all over
Miller in the second half, letting
Miller get off only three shots in
the second half in 17 minutes.
Miller got the ball often enough,
but Matthew's hand checking left
him unable to get the ball away.
The combination of
Fairfield's struggles to spring
Francis and Miller free on the
perimeter and Iona's 8 blocks on
the interior bottled the normally
successful offense. Francis scored
only four points. The defensive
job done on him might be the best
this season in conference play.
Francis had averaged 20 points in
the previous six games.
Every Iona starter had his
moment, complimenting each
other inside and outside. They had
six three-pointers and as many
dunks on the fast break. The
rematch is set for next Monday at
7:30 in Alumni Hall and will

Swimmers take home more records from MAACs
Women come in sixth, men finish seventh in tournament
Rick Thomson
Staff Writer
The
Fairfield
University swim team put the
finishing touches on a fine
season with a strong showing at
the MAAC championships last
weekend at Iona College. The
men's team came in seventh
place overall, while the women
swam to a sixth place in the
prestigious event.
Loyola won the
women's side, while Marist
captured the men's title.
"This was the best
meet this team has had since I
started coaching here six years
ago," head coach Phil Palumbo

said. "Everyone really stepped
up."
The
three-day
championship event was packed
with competition from some of
the best swimmers in the
Northeast.
The
women's
championship came down to the
final event before Loyola came
away with the victory, while
Marist continued its dominance
on the men's side.
Fairfield continued its
season-long trend of shattering
school records at the MAAC
championships. Nancy Longo,
a phenomenal freshman
swimmer, logged record times
in the 100 and 200 meter

breaststroke, while Kieran Sisko,
a steady senior swimmer,
established a new record in the
200 meter backstroke. Longo
and Sisko also teamed up with
freshman Veronica Leddy and
junior Katie Killeen to set a new
mark in the 200 meter medley.
Eda Kalkay, another freshman,
joined Longo, Sisko and Killeen
to break the school record in the
400 meter medley.
The men were also
impressive in the championship
event. Senior captain Mike Griek
closed out a solid swimming
career at Fairfield with
impressive performances in the
100 and 200 meter backstroke.

MAAC

Sophomore Peter Fox eclipsed his
seasonal best in the 200 meter
breaststroke by seven seconds and
just missed yet another high water
mark. The 200 meter fly record
was also nearly toppled by
freshman Chris Warenkiewicz,
who surpassed his personal best by
five seconds.
"We had a great
many efforts and every
person did at least one or
two seasonal bests, some
even lifetime bests, "Coach
Palumbo said. "We have a
lot of people returning, so
next year we should do even
better."

conclude the regular season.
The student section's
support will be imperative, much
as it was in Friday's win over St.
Peter's. The crowd seemed to
shake the Peacocks off of their
game with taunts directed at longhaired point guard Mike Frensley
and St. Peter's' home state of New
Jersey.
This atmosphere was
accomplished with 500 fewer
students than the Loyola game.'
The crowd rattled the
Peacocks,1 as did Miller's 5 for 5
shooting performance in the first
eight minutes of the second half.
including 3 for 3 from behind the
arc. The Stags used this momentum
to blow out St. Peter's once again.
A 23 point lead was whittled to 9
after the game was decided and
Fairfield cruised to a 74-65 win.
Miller had 18 points for the game,
Bowman scored 13 and Francis,
11, as the Stags put three players in
double figures during each game
of their four game winning streak.
NOTES: The Stags play
at Loyola in a battle for second
place tonight at 7:30. The game
can be heard on 88.5 WVOF. The
Stags finish the season with the
home games versus Siena on
Sunday at 2 and Iona at 7:30 on
Monday. With the final weekend
of the regular season upcoming,
the Stags need some help- a Siena
or Loyola win over Iona- to finish
first, but most likely will finish
anywhere from second to fifth.
Miller is 34 for 68 from 3 point
range and is in the top five in the
nation in accuracy. The current
standings are Iona: 8-3, Fairfield:
7-4, Loyola: 7-4, Manhattan: 7-5,
Canisius: 7-5, Niagara: 5-7, St.
Peter's: 4-8, Siena: 1-10.

Fairfield Baseball is
Looking to Fill
Roster:
Team Manager
position available:
Team statistician,
PA Announcer/
Scoreboard
Operator
If interested, contact Coach John
Slosar at x2605.
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Faces crucial game against Skidmore
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Ladies gun for top
four in MAAC

(Continued from p. 16)

Despite a recent loss to Army, the Stags are still looking at a very strong season, photo: Sports Information
Rob Meisch
Staff Writer
Despite a 4-1 EC AC
South loss at Sacred Heart last
Sunday, the Fairfield ice hockey
team still controls its own playoff
destiny heading into tomorrow's
season finale at Skidmore.
A Fairfield (11-12-3, 82-1 in ECAC South) victory over
Skidmore would create a first place
tie between the two teams which
the Stags would win as a result of
their season sweep of the
Thoroughbreds. The Stags beat
Skidmore at home, 6-5, back on
January 13.
If the Stags defeat
defending champion Skidmore to
capture their first-ever ECAC
South title, the team will also gain
an automatic berth in the ECAC
playoffs, marking their their third

postseason appearance ever.
Sunday's loss to Sacred
Heart at the Milford Ice Pavilion
increased the pressure on the Stags,
who are now in a must-win
situation. With a win over Sacred
Heart, the Stags could have
afforded a tie at Skidmore for the
division crown.
Sacred Heart, a fastimproving squad in only its third
year of existence, scored 30
seconds into the first period and
frustrated the Fairfield offense
throughout the game. Sacred Heart
was able to avenge a 4-2 season
opening loss to the Stags.
Fairfield's lone goal came
on a Michael Condelli breakaway
at 6:49 of the second period,
assisted by Kevin Ryan.
For the game, the Stags
held a 31 to 25 shot advantage and
goalkeeper John True made 21

Nolan says YES to kids
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Dianne Nolan, Fairfield' s
head women's basketball coach, is
scheduled to give a clinic in a
program run with the Women's
Final Four in Charlotte, North
Carolina. Nolan will visit a school
on March 27 in Charlotte prior to
the semifinals of the tournament as
part of the NCAA Youth Education
Through Sports (YES) In-School
program.
YES is a program that
goes out each year into the
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community of the tournament site
and lets coaches and studentathletes talk to young people
throughout the area.
"I am excited and look
forward to working with the
Charlotte community in this
program and am very happy to
represent Fairfield University,"
Nolan said.
This is not a first-time
endeavor for Nolan. A year ago,
she went to the University of
Connecticut in the regionals, as
well as in 1991 at the University of
Texas at Austin.

saves in his first ECAC loss in net.
Last Wednesday, the
Stags lost 8-2 at home to Holy
Cross, who used a five-goal third
period to pull away for the win.
Dan Arel scored both
Fairfield goals, the first one
unassisted at the 15:02 minute mark
of the second period and the second
at 18:08 of the third period, assisted
by Marc Spellane.
Holy Cross outshot the
Stags 48 to 28, with True making
40 saves.
The Stags played their
final home game of the season last
night against non-conference
opponent Roger Williams. With a
win tomorrow afternoon at
Skidmore, the Stags would move
on to the ECAC North/South
playoffs taking place from
February 28 until the championship
game on March 6.

Field hockey
players honored
Dan Martin
Sports Editor
Two Fairfield University
field hockey players were named
to the Academic All-America team
by the College Field Hockey
Coaches Association. Senior
Leslie Hubbard and junior Jenna
Cardone were both honored for the
second consecutive time.
Hubbard, a four-year
starter, placed fourth on the team
in scoring this past year and served
as a tri-captain. Cardone led the
Stags in scoring in 1995 after
sharing the lead in the previous
year and netted the team's only
game winning goal of the season.

turnover led to a Somma layup.
The basket capped a late 6-0
Manhattan run and gave the Jaspers
a commanding 79-72 lead.
Monique Kortman's
layup with 6:31 left in the game
propelled the Stags a 70-67 lead.
However, Somma tallied nine of
the Jaspers' final 14 points to push
Manhattan ahead in a game which
featured 11 lead changes.
"We stayed with a first
place team for a full game," Nolan
said. "But in order to win we can't
have defensive breakdowns, and
we can't miss as many layups as
we did."
The Stags trailed by nine
with 15:52 remaining, before
exploding for 10 unanswered
points, including five by Bridget
Cleary, over the next three minutes
to take a one point lead. Christine
Fryer's jumper at the 13:14 mark
capped the run. Fryer had 15 points
in the contest, but was 6 for 24
from the floor. Heidi Gill added
10.
The Stags led by as many
as six in the first half, but entered
thelockerroomtiedat37. Fairfield
was forced play much of the contest
without Jessica Grossarth who was
in foul trouble throughout.
Grossarth collected five fouls in
22 minutes.
"The effort and intensity
was there," Nolan said. "All of the
statistics are where they need to be
for us to win."
The Stags shot 44% in
the contest and held the Jaspers to
39.5% shooting.
In an emotional pre-game
ceremony Fryer, Campbell, and
Dana Matthews were honored as
they played in their final home
games.
In Friday's trouncing of
last place Iona, Fryer's 8 for 12,21
point performance paced a
balanced Stag scoring attack.
Grossarth and Driscoll each added

11 as Fairfield captured its eleventh
win of the season.
The Stags opened the
second half with a four point lead
which they quickly extended to 15.
The Stags converted turnovers and
rebounds into points as they ran
the ball upcourt at every
opportunity.
"The first half is like a cat
and mouse game where each team
is trying to feel each other out,"
Nolan said. "But we need to
establish ourselves earlier with
more running."
Fairfield outscored Iona
19-8 during the first eight minutes
of the second half and opened a
convincing 52-37 lead. The Stags
trailed only twice in the contest.
Driscoll's layup at the
13:36 mark of the first half gave
the Stags a lead which they would
not relinquish. Fairfield took a
four point lead at the end of a half
in which they shot 50% from the
floor.
For the game the Stags
held the Gaels to 27.8% shooting
and decisively outrebounded Iona.
The Stags conclude their
regular season schedule with two
road games. Last night they faced
Siena, after press time, in a crucial
MAAC battle. On Sunday,
Fairfield will travel to Manhattan
for a 6 p.m. contest. Depending
upon what happens during the final
week of conference play, Fairfield
can finish as high as third or as low
as seventh in the eight team MAAC.
To say that these final two games
are important is an understatement.
"These are two big
challenges for us," Nolan said.
"But I like the pressure of each
game. It'sagreattest that will help
set the stage for the tournament."
NOTE: Fairfield ranks first in the
MAAC in average steals per game,
14.
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Stags unable to overcome Gael
force storm
Dan Flynn
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Stags faced
the Iona Gaels on Monday night
with first place in the MA AC riding
on the line and lost a hard fought
contest, 67-61 to fall to 15-8 (7-4
in the MAAC).
All five Iona starters
scored in double figures in front of
a capacity crowd of 3062 that
included a large number of Fairfield
students that traveled down 1-95 to
support the team.
The first half was as
intense as any MAAC game this
year, with neither team gaining a
substantial lead. The largest Iona
lead of the half was five, which
was cut to two on a 30-foot buzzer
beater by Shane Miller that left the
score 32-29. Miller had 11 first
half points to keep the game tight,
but Iona had 6 steals that led to
several easy baskets. A troubling
statistic was Greg Francis' one shot
in the half, not enough for the Stags'
leading scorer at 17.7 points a

When the going gets tough, the
tough »get »going»
Dan Martin »
Sports Editor

Shane Miller has moved into the top 5 in the nation in 3-point accuracy.
photo: M. Conrad

Women hoopsters remain
inconsistent
David Russo
Staff Writer
After Friday's 68-51
thrashing of Iona at home, the
Fairfield University women's
basketball team looked to finish its
home regular season schedule with
a victory versus first place
Manhattan on Sunday. However,
in the home finale the Stags
suffered many defensive lapses late
in the second half en route an 8380 loss. Fairfield is now 11-15
overall, 5-7 in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference.
On Sunday, Manhattan's
Gina Somma exploited the Stags'
inside defense in the second half.
Somma scored 26 of her 31 points
during the final 20 minutes to hand
Fairfield their seventh conference
loss in front of 905 at Alumni Hall.
"We
had
trouble
containing Somma," head coach
Dianne Nolan said. "She's a player
who you can't play one on one.
The inside passes that led to easy
baskets were team defensive
breakdowns, either on the weakside
or the perimeter, not individual
ones."
Somma's
effort
overshadowed a career high 23
points by the Stags' Page Driscoll.

Bridget Cleary now leads the Stags in rebounding.
Driscoll also corralled nine
rebounds in only 27 minutes of
action.
With 3:10 remaining the
Stags had the ball trailing by three
when MariPat Campbell' s pass into

photo: M. Conrad

the paint was picked off by the
Jaspers' Wanda Camps. Somma
converted on the offensive end to
widen the Stag deficit to five. One
minute later Stacy Briscoe's

Inside Sports:

p. 14: Women's tennis storms
Pittsburgh,
swimming goes to MAACs
p. 15: Hockey looks for ECAC
South title

When Charles O. Finley died this week, it brought to mind
much of what is both right and wrong in sports ownership. The
flamboyant former owner of the Kansas City and Oakland Athletics
was a showman and tried to make the game of baseball more enjoyable,
but he also meddled with his team more than he should have and sped
them towards their demise.
•
Although a character like Finley may have been good for the
game, he was an asset largely for his uniqueness. Finley operated in
a day in which most owners stayed behind the scenes. If they lacked
knowledge of the game, owners of the past made sure that they hired
people who knew what they were doing. Finley took a much more
hands-on approach to ownership, both on and off the field. From the
gaudy yellow and green uniforms that his team wore, to his attempt to
have orange baseballs used for better vision, Finley always made his
presence felt. Some of his antics were a little bit more than strange.
In Kansas City, for instance, he dyed sheep green and yellow and had
them graze behind the center field fence. Goofy side shows during the
game is fine, but that's the kind of thing that will get you thrown into
a mental institution in most states. While his wackiness may have
been entertaining, too many current owners have used him as a model
of what an owner is supposed to be.
While it was beneficial to have someone like Finley around
during his 20 year tenure, it becomes a detriment when high profile
owners become the rule, rather than the exception.
The trend of a team owner also acting as team spokesman,
chief negotiator and head mover and shaker has gotten out of control.
This is true of not only baseball, but virtually every other major sport,
as well. Owners pay an extraordinary amount of money for their
franchises and technically have the right to do what they wish with
their team. There comes a time, however, when they need to take a step
back and try to understand who the teams and games really belong tothe fans.
For all Finley's shenanigans, perhaps the one thing that he did
that everyone, including himself, found fault in years later, was his
move of the team from Kansas City to Oakland. This was a forerunner
to the type of disregard for the fans that now runs rampant throughout
nearly all sports. Finley got a better deal, complete with a new
stadium, in Oakland and took his team to the West Coast. Today, these
stories of teams leaving their pasts behind seem to pop up every other
week.
In what might have been the most notable story of the year in
football, the Cleveland Browns appear set to bolt to Baltimore before
play begins this year. The Browns, a storied franchise and owner Art
Modell have been beloved in Cleveland for many decades. While it
is not entirely Modell's fault that the Browns are leaving, he didn't
help matters. The city of Cleveland mistreated Modell to a certain
degree, but the owner took his frustration out not on the city itself, but
its inhabitants. The same people who lived and died with his team and
more importantly, supported it. In a blue-collar town like Cleveland,
it' s difficult for people to pay the exorbitant prices for tickets, yet they
did.
If it was only Cleveland that was having problems, it might
be understandable. However, within the past year, the Los Angeles
Raiders moved back to Oakland after leaving there 10 years ago, the
Los Angeles Rams moved to St. Louis to replace the Cardinals, who
moved to Phoenix. The Seattle Seahawks could very well move down
the coast to Los Angeles to replace the Rams and the Houston Oilers
will likely move to Nashville before long. By the time they are done
playing musical cities, who is going to care about any of them and
actually come watch them play? There are similar stories, though not
as numerous, in baseball, basketball and hockey.
Sports, although becoming more and more of a business, is
still for the fans. Without them, it's meaningless. Pretty soon, owners
are going to find out what it's like to run a franchise without any fan
support. People are going to grow tired of being taken advantage of
by greedy transients who are going to jet out of town the minute
another city offers them more luxury boxes. Then maybe the owners
will finally start getting screwed over, instead of the fans.

Home Games:
Sunday: Men's basketball
vs. Siena, 7:30
Monday: Men's basketball vs. Iona, 7:30

